
Home learning grid for school closure Week 10 Primary 5 and 5/6 
This week we have suggested activities for each day. Please feel free to do these in whatever order you wish. We recommend you try to read for 20 minutes and log into Sumdog to practice your numeracy, 
grammar and spelling everyday.  

 Maths/Numeracy Reading PE 

Monday 
Sumdog focus - 

spelling 

OLI: to use ICT to present information in graphs. 

ICT is very useful for saving us time! Watch Miss 
Hepburn’s lesson on how to create graphs on your 
computer. 

OLI: to take meaningful notes about Native American Tribes. 
 
Before Europeans resettled in the USA, the land was 
inhabited by many different tribes, some of whom still live 
there today. You will be learning about these tribes & will be 
practicing your note-taking skills. Click through slides 1-13 of 
the powerpoint, then select one tribe to learn about. You do 
not have to read all the slides. 

 

OLI: to build cardio-vascular fitness. 
 
Choose 2 of the ‘Shake it up’ activities by the NHS & 
complete them. Push yourself to get your heart rate up 
& your blood pumping! 
 
 

 

 Grammar Health and Wellbeing USA 

Tuesday 
Sumdog focus - 

numeracy 

 OLI: To correctly use ellipses. 

Three dots. No more, no less. 
An ellipsis has different purposes and can be very useful 
in your writing. It has several uses – find out more here. 
 

OLI: .I can have a positive outlook in a difficult situation 
While lockdown is a difficult time that makes us feel that 
the things we love and enjoy have been taken away from us, 
we can use this time to our advantage. For example, we may 
use this lockdown period to learn new skills, discover new 
talents and find more of our special qualities. This worksheet 
has sections for you to think about what skills you have 
learnt during lockdown, what new talents you have and what 
special qualities you have discovered. Why not try to 
complete it as a family and display somewhere in your home 
for everyone to feel proud of. You are all doing amazing 
things every day. 

 OLI: to plot regions of native american tribes on a 
map. 
 
Different areas of the USA were home to different 
tribes. Read the powerpoint about the tribes & plot & 
shade the native american tribes’ regions on the map. 

 Writing Story time – listening & talking, handwriting Spelling 

Wednesday 
Sumdog focus - 

numeracy 

OLI: To write an A4 page report about your state. 
Select a state – you will be doing a few research tasks on 
this state over the next few weeks. Make sure you say 
what your state is. Use the skills you have learned about 
creating a report & write at least 1 A4 page in your own 
words about your state. Read the steps to success 
before you begin, and continue referring back to it 
throughout your report to make sure you are staying on 
task. 

OLI: To listen to a story & complete follow-up activity.  
 
Listen to Mrs Todd continue reading Harry Potter and the 
Chamber of Secrets and complete the activity. 
 

OLI: To spell learned words accurately using a spelling 
pattern. 
Put your spelling words in alphabetical order, then use a 
dictionary to find & copy out the definition. Remember 
to find the ‘stem’ of the word if your words have a 
suffix (ending). E.g. beaches – beach is the stem 

 
Take a tricky word test. If you do not have your 
words, let your teacher know.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 Maths/Numeracy Modern Languages RME 

Thursday 
Sumdog focus - 

grammar 

OLI: To find information and present it in a graph using 
ICT. 
 
Select a state – you will be doing a few research tasks on 
this state over the next few weeks. Make sure you say 
what your state is. Watch Mr. Riches lesson on collecting 
data & use the skills you learned on Monday to present 
these in a graph using ICT. 

OLI: to talk about school and hobbies.  
 
We can all discuss ourselves & our families and pets. Now lets 
talk about our hobbies and school. Watch the lesson & 
complete the activities. 

 
 

OL.I: to understand the importance of totem poles in 
North Western & Pacific Culture. 

 
Religions have developed in different ways across the 
world. Read the powerpoint about totem poles & create 
your own totem pole. 

 Art Music Questions/Contacts 

Friday 
Sumdog focus - 

spelling 

Complete Mr. Pearce’s art task on Teams. 
 

 

OLI: To understand and appreciate the roots and influences 
of Jazz Music. 
 
America has a huge music scene and 
throughout our topic we are going to 
learn about a few different genres of 
music traditional in the grand ‘ol U S of 
A. This week we are going to learn about 
jazz music. Click through the powerpoint 
about jazz, and then choose of one the 
activities to complete. 
 
 

If you have any issues or questions about anything on 
the grid, please don’t hesitate to contact us on Teams, 
or email admin@sighthill.edin.sch.uk and we’ll get back 
to you as soon as possible. 
 
 
 
 

 

 


